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Case Report

Appendiceal Carcinoma with
Krukenberg’s Tumour Mimicking
Primary Ovarian Cancer
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ABSTRACT
Appendiceal adenocarcinoma (AACa) is a rare tumour which represents 0.5% of all gastrointestinal malignancies. The prognosis is poor,
because it is usually found at an advanced stage, that in turn, is partly due to a low threshold of suspicion and difficulties in diagnosis
prior to surgery. It may occasionally demonstrate ovarian metastases that are large and which dominate the clinical and radiological
presentations, leading to a misdiagnosis of an ovarian primary malignancy. We are reporting a case of an occult AACa which manifested clin
ically as a primary ovarian cancer which was at an advanced stage. Staging laparatomy revealed large bilateral ovarian tumours of clinical
FIGO Stage III, with presumed appendiceal implants. Histological examination revealed a mucinous adenocarcinoma with a signet ring
component, which involved bilateral ovaries and the appendix transmurally. Immunophenotypic analysis revealed a positive expression of
CK 20 and CDX 2 and absence of CK 7 staining, which was compatible with appendiceal primary and ovarian metastases. The diagnosis
was subsequently revised to AACa with Krukenberg’s metastasis, Stage IV. Although AACas are uncommon, they should be considered
in the differential diagnosis of intraabdominal masses and the distinction between ovarian and appendiceal primary malignancies is critical,
as the treatment modalities vary.
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CASE REPORT
A 54-years old postmenopausal woman, P4 L4, presented with pain
and a mass per abdomen, of two months duration. Abdominal
examination revealed a single, hard, lobulated, central pelvic mass
which measured 16x15 cm. Abdominopelvic ultrasonography and
contrast enhanced computed tomography revealed heterogeneous,
large, bilateral, solid and cystic adnexal masses (? malignant) with
moderate ascitis [Table/Fig-1]. No obvious appendiceal mass was
evident.
Ascitic fluid examination revealed malignant cells and blood tests
showed elevated CA125 levels (51.5 U/ml). A complete digestive
tract endoscopy which was done was found to be normal and
gastric and colonic biopsies which were done were normal.
Based on the clinical presentation, physical examination and tumour
marker and radiographic studies, a clinical diagnosis of an ovarian
malignancy was made and a staging laparatomy was performed,
which revealed bilateral large ovarian tumours, the intraoperative
frozen sections of which revealed a malignancy. Macroscopic greater
omental, uterine serosal and “presumed” appendiceal serosal
implants were present and a clinical FIGO Stage III was assigned.

Total abdominal hysterectomy, bilateral salpingoophorectomy,
omentectomy and appendicetomy were performed.
On macroscopy, the right and left ovarian tumours were found to
be coarsely lobulated and predominantly solid, with mucoid cystic
areas, a heterogeneous yellowish white cut surface, an intact
cerebriform capsule and which measured 8.5x6x5 cm and 16x
13x9.5 cm respectively [Table/Fig-2]. The appendix weighed 65 g
, it measured 5cm long and 1 to 2.5cm in diameter, with a nodular
enlargement of the distal third, that on sectioning, revealed a grey
white, ill circumscribed mass which measured 2.5x2x1.5 cm, which
exhibited mucoid areas [Table/Fig-3].
A histological analysis revealed a coexistent i) transmurally infil
trating appendiceal mucinous ACa, Grade 3 [Table/Fig-4] with a
focal, mucin rich, PAS positive signet ring component [Table/Fig-5]
and a mesoappendiceal invasion and ii) a bilateral mucinous ovarian
ACa, Grade 3 [Table/Fig-6] with a focal, mucin rich, PAS positive
signet ring component, which comprised 20% of the tumour [Table/
Fig-7], along with multiple greater omental and uterine serosal
invasive implants. Immunohistochemical staining which was done
to elucidate the origin and character of the tumour cells revealed

[Table/Fig-1]: CT scan
[Table/Fig-2]: Gross lesion
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[Table/Fig-3]: Appendix
[Table/Fig-4]: Transmurally infiltrating appendiceal mucinous ACa, Grade 3
[Table/Fig-5]: PAS positive signet ring component

[Table/Fig-6]: A bilateral mucinous ovarian ACa, Grade 3
[Table/Fig-7]: PAS positive signet ring component, which comprised 20% of the tumour
[Table/Fig-8]: Absence of staining for CK 7 in the appendiceal and ovarian tumours

positive expressions of CK 20 and CDX 2 and absence of staining
for CK 7 in the appendiceal and ovarian tumours [Table/Fig- 8].
These histological and immunohistochemical results allowed us to
make a diagnosis of a primary AACa with a bilateral Krukenberg
metastasis and a peritoneal dissemination; pT4G3 pNx pM1; TNM
Stage IV.

DISCUSSION
Appendiceal malignancies are rare and they are diagnosed in only
0.9 to 1.4 % of appendicectomy specimens [1]. Epithelial tumours
form a majority of these malignancies and they exhibit diverse
histologies, which are comprised of i) carcinoids (85%) ii) ACas
and iii) adenocarcinoids (2%). The ACas exhibit four morphological
patterns i) mucinous ii) colorectal iii) mixed mucinous and signet
ring and iv) signet ring type [2]. Mucinous AACa accounts for 5% of
appendiceal cancers, with an average age of 58 years at diagnosis,
with an even sex distribution and an overall 5 year survival of 46%
[2]. The presence of signet ring cells is an independent prognostic
indicator of a poor survival [3].
Ovarian metastases are encountered in 16.7 to 37 % of AACas [1].
Ovarian metastases from mucinous AACas mimic Primary Ovarian
Mucinous Carcinomas (POMCs) and their distinction is challenging.
A transmural involvement with a mesoappendiceal spread, which
was evident in the present case, was indicative of an appendiceal
primary malignancy, unlike a metastasis, which would have
demonstrated a preponderant serosal involvement.
Features that favour a metastatic mucinous ovarian carcinoma
are i) bilaterality ii) a multinodular surface iii) an irregular infiltrative
growth iv) single cell invasion v) angiolymphatic invasion and vi)
an extraovarian spread [4]. In the current case, the presence of
features i), ii), iii), iv) and vi) were indicative of an ovarian secondary
malignancy, but POMCs can be bilateral (5%), they can exhibit an
extraovarian spread and further, POMCs of the” infiltrative” type
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can exhibit features iii) and iv) [4]. Even though the bilateral ovarian
tumours in the present case had focal signet ring components
with desmoplastic/cellular stromal responses, which qualified for
a diagnosis of Krukenberg’s tumour, the possibility of them being
POMCs with a signet ring cell differentiation, which have been rarely
described in literature, existed [5].
Thus, only on the basis of a conventional pathological examination,
it was difficult to establish unequivocally, whether the carcinoma
had originated from the ovary or the appendix. Hence, we used
immunohistochemistry for cytokeratins and CDX2.
The coordinate expression of CK7 and CK20 is useful. The ovarian
carcinomas are CK7 + / CK20 – and the AACas are CK7– / CK20 +.
CDX2 is a sensitive marker for colorectal carcinoma which meta
stasizes to the ovary.
The differential diagnosis is clinically important, since the therapeutic approach is totally different for ovarian and appendiceal cancers.
An optimal surgical debulking is advocated for ovarian tumours and
chemotherapy with Taxol and carboplastin is effective, whereas
the clinical utility of radical tumour debulking and chemotherapy
remains unknown for appendiceal cancers. [1,6] However, an
aggressive cytoreductive surgery and a perioperative intraperitoneal
chemotherapy with Mitomycin-C and 5-fluorouracil could be used
for appendiceal cancers with peritoneal disseminations [1].
In conclusion, metastatic AACas should be considered in the
differential diagnosis of mucinous ovarian tumours with signet
ring cells, especially when these tumours are associated with
extraovarian disease and are bilateral. The appendix should always
be carefully examined during explorations for ovarian masses and
prophylactic appendicectomies should be considered as a part of
the treatment of ovarian carcinomas. Further, without a meticulous
clinicopathological correlation, the potential for a misdiagnosis of
pelvic tumours remains high.
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